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SOULS Updat e
Kia ora everyone!
The 2019 SOULS Calendar has begun with a hiss and
a roar. We?ve held sports events, legal competitions,
listened to a few speakers and hosted a bundle of
social events (Law Camp is back to stay). The
Executive will give you a rundown on what is
happening in each portfolio, but here are a few
highlights from the start of the year.
O-Week started strong with SOULS selling a record
number of memberships, which is exciting. This
growth in membership shows another strong year for
SOULS is on the horizon. We have an increased
number of people coming to events and getting
involved in the diverse range of activities and
initiatives we run.
SOULS and PILSA ran the Bell Gully beach clean-up
for only the second time. The event was heaps of fun
and lots of people got amongst it. We headed out to
Tomahawk beach for a pearler of a day. The sun was
out and people frothed a bit of volleyball and touch.
Heaps of fun all round and a growing event for both
PILSA and SOULS.
The successful running of Law Camp was a huge relief
for the executive and a process which has been in the
works since it was cancelled in March 2018. This is a
vital part of Otago Law School and provides a

fantastic opportunity for second-year students to meet
each other before what is a challenging academic
year. It was great to get out to camp, meet other law
students outside of Archway 4 and meet Buzzy Josh
with his clothes still on.
We still have a heap of cool stuff coming up this
semester so don?t go to sleep just yet. Senior mooting
is just around the corner with the final scheduled for
the 12th of April. Wellness Week starts on the 13th of
May and will be a bundle of fun. Our not so good
mates from Christchurch are making the trip down to
partake in a bit of sport. The LAWSOC exchange will
take place from the 17th-19th of May so get involved,
do some networking and remind them once again that
Otago is the better Law School.

TheodoreRosé

5

So ci a l

Wow what a start! The social scene has set off in full force
with the Hawaiian stein in the first week. We thought we
should start with a staple theme and were not disappointed
with the effort put in by everyone, so thanks for all the
tropical vibes, party-goers. Not only was this a sold-out
event, but Luka sure had a good time blessing everyone
with a lei. Also, many thanks to Suburbia for hosting the
horde, your tolerance was astounding. Meanwhile, the
herculean marathon of law camp preparation was under
way. Having spent nearly 5 months on this colossal task, the
law camp revival approached in a flurry of admin and calling
in every favour in the books; 160 second year students were
carted off to Waiora Scout Camp (big ups ? especially to
Neil) for a weekend of collegiality and consent. The event
was a huge success with many students committed to the
buzzy vibes Josh Smythe was emitting and putting on a
show for our primo line up: The Shitz, Ribs, Hot Donnas
and? Ed?!
SOULS Wine & Cheese made a triumphant return in 2019,
and boy did we have a good time coming up with all the
cheese puns! Thank Jehovah the stairs were carpeted. We
are also gearing up for the end of semester stein and the no
exams party (lucky second years -.-). Big things are also to
come next semester, but we?ll keep it under wraps so that

Ex
Upd a
next time Viv makes us write one of these, we have
something to talk about.
We have a list of thank-you?s for the many people that have
made some of the biggest events of the year for us run so
smoothly. To all the leaders and helpers at law camp who
gave up their weekend and put in tremendous effort, you
guys are next level!! Finally, to the fantastic exec who have
done everything in their capacity to help our events run,
you guys are unparalleled in your generosity and willingness
to give up your time!
We look forward to all that the rest of this semester will
bring, see you there for pizza ;)

Com pet it ion s
Kia ora t?tou,
It?s been an ambitious, exciting, and busy start to this year?s
SOULS law competition portfolio. With the help of some of
the Law Faculty?s new recruits, most notably, Brenda Thom,
and Michelle Foley, we are working hard to provide law
students with an opportunity to test, develop, and reward
their legal-skills in a slightly different manner from previous
years. We are excited (and you should be as well ;)) for what
this year holds, and we welcome you all - junior, senior,
experienced, or rookie - to sign-up and give it a go, we
promise that you will not regret it!
Witness Examination (brought to you in partnership with
MinterEllisonRuddWatts) just passed! Our Judge?s panel
consisted of local Judge Michael Crosbie, Anita Chan QC,
and MinterEllisonRuddWatts partner Oliver Meech.
Congratulations to Jacobi Kohu-Morris who won a thrilling
final against Penny Mander.
The Buddle Findlay Sr. Negotiation Competition,
historically, alongside Bell Gully Sr. Mooting, is one of our
most popular events; and what an evening it was. Once
again congratulations to our winners, Kate & Alistair, and to
our finalists, Tom & Meg for an unbelievably skilled and
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adrenaline filled finale. We hope that you were able to
witness their prowess either in person or via our live-stream
link! We would also like to extend a big thank you to all of
our preliminary round judges, as well as to all of the
students that either gave up their time to participate in the
event or came to celebrate our finalists alongside us on the
evening of the 18th of March!
Finally, we are always open to hearing feedback, it helps us
improve, and tailor our events to better suit you. So please,
do not be shy, come say hi, and let us know what we can do
to make your Law Competition experience even better!
Make sure you join our Facebook group, SOULS
Competitions 2k19, to get access to resources,
announcements, and further important information!
A final thank goes out to all of you SOULS frothers, and to
the remainder of the SOULS exec (particularly Viv ? the
design king) for your ongoing support and help! We
wouldn?t be able to do it without you!

x ec
at es

Edu cat ion / Welf ar e
of some Knox students highlight the pressures that can
arise throughout our time at university.

Wuu2 team?!
It?s been a full on start of the year from an education and
welfare standpoint. With recruitment season getting its
creep on early, there has been week after week of CV and
interview workshops, as well as firms rolling into town to say
gidday. I was stoked with the mahi you guys put into the
opportunities to improve your chances in the application
process, and I can?t wait to hear about the treats.

It?s extremely important that we are all aware of our
classmates through this stressful start to the year. It can be
hard to empathise when you don?t have the full picture of
what people are going through, whether it be affected
family and friends, or experiences they have been the victim
of. You don?t need to go miles out of your way, but being
courteous, tolerant and friendly to one another can mean a
lot to those around you that may not be having an easy
time.
With the application period coming to a close, focus is
being shifted to bringing you guys what I hope will be a
stellar first Wellness Week of the year. It will be a great
chance to spend time with classmates and recalibrate
before heading into exams, so please get amongst it!
Studies show law students (that?s you) are really bloody
cool, so make the most of the chances in Wellness Week to
hang with them!

Sp o r t s

With recruitment being in full swing it?s easy for me to talk
mainly about the educative capacity of my role. However,
the reality is that I cannot think of a more significant time to
stress the importance of student wellness. Our country has
been shaken to the core with the events that unfolded in
Christchurch on the 15th of March. Further, the experiences

Knees weak, arms are heavy, physio on my body already,
Viv bowls like spaghetti. SOULS sports has been out the
gate this semester and I didn?t expect any less. Thanks to
the generous support of Bell Gully, the Seahawks and wider
network of SOULS warbirds have been appropriately
clothed with vicious new outfits. Catch us flocking down the
court, down on Albany or down to Allpress for some free
biscotti with our SOULS cards.
Salacious Swanery:

missed the sunrise each and every time we have gone out
some of our many highlights have included:
-

Richie's straight line speed
Liam displaying fantastic running attire
Georgia and Rachael solidly representing the
experienced law students
Me continuing to line my physio's pockets
Tom continuing to develop conspiracy theories
about missing persons cases

Let's start with a Haiku: Swanning and netball, no new
injuries so far, always touch wood though.

If you want to be included in such esteemed company, see
you outside Rob Roy Wednesday morn.

On the Monday netball front, new membership has kept the
Swans in fine form and any new attendees will be
welcomed with a turn at Centre. The addition of Ricky in the
top third, Maggie in the middle, Hannah and Eva on the
wings and the tenacious defence of James are but a few
examples of our growing bevy. Despite not knowing any
science, the continued contributions of our veterans has
truly solidified the team chemistry.

Seahawks Slamdunks (in spirit only):

Harrier Strike Inbound:
A rotating group of scenic jog aficionados, with consistent
canine company thanks to Grace, continue to take the early
morning harbour route by storm. While we may have

" An underdog tale, a group of misfits against all odds
falling at the feet of true basketball greats" is how I would
summarise our opponent?s experiences each and every
Wednesday evening. Despite almost losing eyes and often
losing the ball, the indomitable Seahawk strength of will
(fundamentals) continues to shine. Although Unipol has told
us that we are in a social league (and to chill), the Seahawks
have the right combination of height, speed, skill, uniforms,
passion and hype on the bench worthy of the NBA. As the
legend goes, whenever a Seahawk walks onto the court the
Undertaker Theme plays in their opponents' heads.
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PILSA
Talofa lava, Bula Vinaka, Malo e Lelei, Kia Orana and
warm Pacific greetings!

So, we are chomping into the academic year and the
PILSA aiga has been very busy!
To start off the year, we had the Pacific Law Welcome at
the PI Centre with a turnout like we have never seen
before. The gathering of faculty, OGs, wide-eyed
newbies, and PILSA fans was satiating. PILSA veterans
got a chance to meet and welcome the freshly plucked
101 students, have flashbacks whilst wishing all the
best to the seconds years, and catch up with the
homies and faculty members (love you, Jess).
Once we were all well acquainted, a few days later, we
headed off to Tomahawk with SOULS for a beach
clean-up and BBQ. Unfortunately, the only rubbish we
could find were Tom Raine's volleyball spikes (rip). Fun
in the (overcast, classic Dunedin) sun with brewskies
and a BBQ was a great way to bond with our fellow law
comrades and raise awareness for our Pacific Island
homes. Although there was a lack of clean-up,
conversations were had and, hopefully, habits changed.
The next Monday, we had a rave (AKA a dessert night)
at mine with our PILSA superstars who finessed their
way into second year law. Games, ice cream, that
chocolate sauce that hardens when you put it on ice
cream (yea, major TB), and phat yarns were had. We're
proud of you guys and hope that the 101 young'uns do
the mahi so that they might get some treats too.
This year, we have started a new initiative to work
towards our mission to help more Pasifika students gain
entry into law school and have had our first LAWS101

Study Night Drop-in session. Farah and Naomi held the
first session at the Commerce building and sent
gleaming reports. We hope to see some more brown
faces coming along on Wednesday's for help and
support from your exec and other senior PILSA
students.

"

Recently, we also had the pleasure of having Tiana
Epati, the president-elect of the New Zealand Law
Society and partner at Rishworth, Wall and Mathieson,
come and have a sit-down chat with PILSA. We
discussed what she thinks the most pressing issues that
face the profession are and how they can be
combatted. From racism to unacceptable conduct in
the workplace, and mental health in the legal
profession, we contemplated and debated. She
covered it all articulately and informatively. It was an
amazing experience for PILSA and our supporters to
see the pinnacle of Pasifika success but also for her to
show us the trails that we need to blaze when our time
comes.
Needless to say, it has been an amazing start to the
year for PILSA. We hope to see you guys at our
upcoming events. You can find out what's happening
on our Facebook page or on our notice board in the
common room. Or if you're feeling particularly saucy,
you can slide in those DMs and we'll let you know ;).

Abie Faletoese
PILSA Secretary 2019
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Te Roop? Whai P?tak e
T?n? koutou wh?nau!

Our first half of the semester has been action packed.
Te Roop? Whai P?take congratulates Hinepounamu
Apanui-Barr for receiving the role of our new social
representative. With her addition comes the
long-awaited completion of our executive. With our
star-studded roster, we are excited to announce what
awaits the roop? in the coming weeks.
Flashing back to the previous few weeks, from book
binding with broken binders, to swapping our kai
preference from greasy Domino?s Pizza to some healthy
chicken salad sammies ? Te Roop? Whai P?take has
adapted and survived any challenge thrown their way.
It has been our vision to provide a second home to our
tauira, one which plays hard and works even harder. Its
realisation is vested in the participation of our tauira
m?ori, and so far, that has been exceptional. We
experienced a fantastic turn-out at our first year
breakfast ? which is no small wonder, the croissants
were absolutely delicious. As such, expect some great
networking opportunities with more world class kai in
the coming weeks.

Reeling in the wake of the Christchurch terrorist attack
our character was called into question ? the motivation
behind our mahi, the importance and fragility of our
relationships, and the reason why we live such busy
lives. It has reminded us of the aroha and unity that
existed beneath the surface. As we move further away
from the attack, the people are learning to come closer
together. Tragedies such as this encourage us to strive
for a better tomorrow.
In light of this, it is all the more important to treat
yourself and those around you with mutual love and
respect. We are all on our personal journeys together,
and these can be made so much easier and more
enjoyable with the help of others.

Arohanui, and look after yourselves,

Noah Kemp

Naku te rourou nau te rourou ka ora ai te iwi - With
your basket and my basket the people will live

Our second year dessert night at Lone Star was a
personal highlight. Despite the usual hamu-fullas
rocking up for a yummy (free) feed, the new second
year students were given the much-deserved
opportunity to enjoy their success alongside their
roop? wh?nau. To those of you who missed the cut for
second year, kia kaha! Your work ethic speaks levels
when you refuse to give up, and it will only be a matter
of time before you succeed. As my pops said, hard
work beats talent when talent doesn?t work hard.
In other news, Judge Milroy from the M?ori Land Court
paid a visit to the faculty last week. She provided tauira
with an in-depth overview of her career. Students were
then offered the opportunity to ask her questions
about her legal career, and were informed of the
abundance of opportunities for graduating tauira
interested in heading in a similar direction.
It is safe to say 2019 has been a bitter-sweet
experience in which the good has come naturally with
the bad.
Law camp was a success despite its unfortunate timing.
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You thought you escaped after second year... then Torts came along, then you chose to do company. The
campus's stinkiest lecture theatre lingers throughout our time at law school like the last person at a party.
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Fr eedom !
A.K.A. M oot Cou r t
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T h e Essen ce o f
C RI C K ET
A Revi ew of the M atch by Sean "M ank ad" Brosnahan
?Cricket is cricket, a tree is a tree, a river is a
river. We did not invent cricket, we simply
discovered it and played it poorly.?
The SOULS sporting calendar steamed in to
begin the year with Wynn Williams SOULS
cricket, a cricketing event on par with the World
Cup in terms of sledging, skill and snicks
through the slip cordon. As has become
tradition, the respective teams were led by
captains Marcelo and Geddis, two titans of
Public Law, tight clothing and backyard cricket.
The prize for the winning captain was faculty
bragging rights and ?The Ashes? of our Public
Law grades.
The day began with the notable omission of a
cricket pitch due to an unfortunate double
booking of Logan Park. [1] As a result, the final
venue for the match was a makeshift pitch
consisting of the in-goal area of Alhambra
Union rugby ground flattened out using oven
trays and our own bodyweight. Conditions
were clear overhead, with blue skies and a high
chance of collegiality.
Despite the last-minute venue change, there
was an excellent turnout of cricketing talent
looking to showcase their ability to hit sixes and
catch the ball ?one-hand-one-bounce?. Upon
arrival, players were drafted into either Team
Marcelo or Team Geddis and had the
opportunity to choose from a wide range of
entrance songs to have playing when they
walked out to bat. [2]
The day produced significant swing, [3]
sledging of varying degrees of quality, and
Vivian, despite demonstrating ?peak fizz?,
struggling to hit the ball. Returning law and

sports lecturer Professor Rex Adhar stood as
umpire, providing both accurate decisions and
mild heckling for players who were performing
poorly.
On the sideline, there was the opportunity to
collect the ?Stat Attack? trading card of your
favourite team captain, as well as a barbeque
and ?refreshments?. Spectators were treated to
the true ?essence? of cricket: good chat, a
self-immolating barbeque and a close finish to
the match. In a typically low scoring affair, the
result was a 32-25 victory for team Geddis over
team Marcelo. [4]
Notable performances on the field included
Professor Nicola Peart, providing some
textbook ?slog sweeps? with the bat and Dr
Stephen Young, performing strongly on his
SOULS cricket debut. Notable performances off
the field included SOULS Sports Representative
Alex ?Sandpaper? Carr, who kept the event
running smoothly, despite lacking a functional
left knee.
Massive thanks to Wynn Williams for
sponsoring the event and Professor Adhar for
umpiring the match. Thanks also to all staff and
students who came along to showcase their
skills with bat, ball and sideline commentary.

[1] Shoutout to the DCC.
[2] The only available entrance theme was The
Undertaker?s theme song.
[3] Possibly due to high winds and the use of a
tennis ball.
[4] Ibid.
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LEGAL RESEARCH
K at e T hompson, Law Librarian
OMG, third year has begun. Suddenly you have 5 research and writing pieces looming
over you for the next two years. You are not alone? . you have the Law Library.

First, some general tips for successful legal
research.
1. Plan your research ? think about keywords,
cases and statutes, and jurisdiction.
2. Use the databases provided ? they ensure the
data you find is of a high quality and will save
you time in the long run.
3. Evaluate your research (is it good law?), keep
track of what you found, where and how.
4. Use the NZ Law Style Guide for referencing.

Here?s how we can help:

1. The Law Subject Guide
Bookmark it now. http://otago.libguides.com/law
This guide is a portal to all of your legal research
needs. The Research Strategies tab contains links
to the step-by-step guides alluded to in the
LAWS398 tutorials, the Faculty Research and
Writing guide, flowcharts, a suite of self-help
database tutorials, and much, much more.

5. If you get stuck, don?t delay, get help!

2. Law Databases
WestlawNZ Lexis Advance, CCH, Heinonline,
LegalTrac, ICLR and Westlaw are the key resources
you should use. The Law Subject Guide Database
tab provides further information to these
resources, as well as tips for their use.
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3. The Law Librarian, Kate Thompson

5. Library staff.

If you need additional help, or have a burning
question, please contact me before the frustration
kicks in! Legal research is sometimes like being a
detective, so when a clue is eluding you, I can talk
you through the problem. I can also help you with
your research strategy, choosing the best
databases, referencing questions, avoiding
plagiarism, and other academic necessities.

Front line library staff are there to help you, or
direct you to someone who can. They have a
wide understanding of general library functions
and services. Just ask.

6. Blackboard
Help is here too, under LAWS398 Course
Documents. For example, links to the ?Find?
Docs, and quizzes to refresh, revise, and
reassure yourselves

4. The Library
It?s not all online. The physical library collection
contains a lot of high quality and unique
information that is not on the internet.
Use Library Search/Ketu http://www.otago.ac.nz/
library/ to discover what is on the shelves.
Law Journals are easy to find in hard copy: they?re
on the 7th floor, in alphabetical order.
The latest editions of key texts recommended by
the Faculty of Law staff are on Reserve: this is a
closed collection, so Library Staff will mediate your
requests.
If you want a tour, try the virtual one via the
subject guide, or get your mates together and
arrange a group tour with the Law Librarian.
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Su m m er
Sc h o o l
By Rich ar d Br own | Su m m er Sch ool er
Do you l ik e su n n y weath er , h ash br own s fr om OUSA, em pty str eets, aver age-toh igh m ar k s, an d fin ish in g you r degr ee in 5-year s? Th en , su m m er sch ool is for you !
As a law student we all know it?s a jigsaw
puzzle to fit in the papers required for our
double degree; summer school make things a
bit easier. While you may miss the odd music
festival with your mates, spending the summer
in Dunners can offer an unforgettable
experience. Whilst I certainly admit attempting
to complete my readings in a near empty
sweltering law library was challenging, I
believe that the knowledge I gained made the
struggle worth it.
The two papers offered at the Dunedin
Campus this year were 'Not-For-Profit Law'
and 'Intellectual Property'. In ?Not-For-Profit
Law? our lecturer, Professor Matthew Harding
from the University of Melbourne, argued for
recognising
the
importance
of
both
not-for-profit law and the not-for-profit sector
as a whole. This paper posited that
not-for-profit law was comparable to both
family law and company law given the sector's
sheer scale and the important roles that
not-for-profit organizations play in western
society. Our focus was largely on charities, not
all not-for-profits are charities but all charities
are not-for-profits.
Charity law is actually quite a topical subject as
there is review of Charities Act 2005 underway
at the moment. We explored key issues in
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charities law such as what a ?charitable
purpose? was, how anti-discrimination law
relates to charities, and to what extent political
advocacy constituted a charitable purpose.
After three weeks of immersion in charities law,
it was time for a change of subject and a
change of pace. ?Intellectual Property? was a
taster course, exploring the fundamentals of
intellectual property rights from copyright to
confidential information. This course was
taught by Emeritus Professor Michael
Pendleton who has decades of experience
working as an intellectual property lawyer. Did
you know that your smartphone incorporates
every intellectual property right, other than
plant varieties, the key ones being copyright,
patents, and trademarks.
If you're stressed about how you're going to fit
all of you're papers, I would encourage you to
consider a summer school paper. Who knows
what is going to pique your interest and
inspire you?
Some of the pros of a summer Dunedin
include;
-

The fact that your uninsulated flat is
refreshingly cool in that 30 degree heat
Free lunches from OUSA
A full time course with plenty of spare
time to pursue your amateur surfing
career or any other hobbies.

W hic h
L e c t ur e T he a t r e
Ar e Yo u?

-

-

-

-

Old reliable. You reliably make people sore
and fuel their self-doubt.
Well-known but not popular, you won't be
invited but still turn up every time.
Likes: torment, colours that don?t draw the
eye, holding the same opinions for 30+
years
Dislikes: change, temperature regulation,
using the whiteboard at all

-

Intimate with just the right amount of
Shelley Griffiths (less tax, more fashion).
Takes a while to open up but is just one 18
minute lift line away from being your new
best friend.
Likes: Being late, sitting at the end of the
row when there's space, Jesse Wall
Dislikes: SR5, sunny afternoons, ergonomic
chairs

-

-

-

-

King of the BA's; you love turtlenecks, Dr.
Martens and saying you actually hate law.
A fancier of simpler times like East Germany
and harder times like repeating property.
Likes: Failing property, fluid espresso, peach
coke
Dislikes: Passing property, that there are
10450 current law students and only 13087
practicing lawyers.

Dropout. Won?t see you after first year
(doing Environmental under a MPlan
doesn?t count).
Enjoys being lulled to sleep by dulcet
Canadian tones and talk of simple nullities.
Likes: Ethics, recorded lectures,
reminiscing, getting pissed and rocking up
to 101
Dislikes: Consistency, desk space
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Law School FAQs
Which paper in second year is the hardest?
The one you turn up for the least.
Which Richardson lift is broken at the
moment?
All of them.
Is Matt Jackson single (asked frequently by
Viv)?
Yes, he is severely single.
What can I consume in the Law Lib?
Nature valley bars, very crisp apples, whole
tubes of Pringles, loudly passed gossip and
the salt of human tears (from the pages of
Juris textbooks).

What does Rex do in his 5-minute break?
He goes down and kicks over kids' sand
castles at the play centre down by Robertson.

What happens if you don't pass Legal Ethics?
You get sentenced to an eternity of summer
school and a never ending harriers run.

Is it true that if you get more than 45% in 2nd
year papers they will pass you anyway?
You first have to wrestle the One Ring from
Struan's cold dead hands.

What happens if I go on restricted websites
in the law lib?
Where do all the extra SOULS pizzas go?
To feed the hamsters that power the lift in the
back righthand corner (we obviously need
more).

It counts as "research" so long as it isn't
Trademe.

Is Shelley Griffiths Vivian Griffiths' Mother?
Why aren't there lecture recordings for my
paper?
Because lecturers subsist on the youth they
steal from you during lectures.
I don't want to be a lawyer, should I even do
law?
Yes, it helps impress your parent's friends, old
people generally, and your hairdresser when
they ask.
Should I trust the MetService forecast?
No. It's always wrong. Use the trusty local
(Norwegian) YR website.

Is jurisprudence still compulsory?
Yes. As long as the Pope is Catholic and 3L
goons are $20 at Countdown.
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Maybe.

Do Lecturers read the SOULS Publications?
IDK IDC. If they do, can they email
publications.soulsotago@gmail.com

What does SOULS even do?
Throw stones from our glass house (insert
photo of office).

Teddy R.
Dunedin, New Zealand

A highly biased and honest review of law papers from a
commercial oriented student.

Choosing papers past 2nd year can be difficult with the amount on offer. Some semesters have heaps of
cool options, others are a tad dustier. Here is my take on the papers I have done since 3rd year.

Et h ics

4/ 10

Don?t really have much to say here. The most
interesting part of the course was doing the exam
on the computer. Favourite part of the course was
finishing the last lecture.

Com pan y Law

7/ 10

I was a big fan. Looks at a lot of relevant
commercial stuff. If you are commercially
orientated this will be right up your alley. Also,
there is a plussage group research and writing
assignment, so you can?t go wrong.

Choosing papers past 2nd year can be difficult
In t ellect
u al Pr oper t y
7/ 10
Tor t s

2017 5/ 10

the amount
on offer.Another
Some semesters
2018 1/ 10
Solid with
performer
all round.
way to have
heaps
of
cool
options,
others
are
a
tad
dustier.
Not as bad as I thought it would be. Although I
incorporate more Shelley into your life.
Here is my take on the papers I have done
did it in 2017 so the exam made sense. This could
be a bit of a deal breaker. Can be boring but
since 3rd year.
Marcelo knows what?s up.

Ban k in g Law

6/ 10

Ju r ispr u den ce

6/ 10

Sounds like a boring paper and to be honest is
quite a boring paper. If you are a fan of Struan
Scott and his small classes, it?s a must.

Definitely interesting parts to it. Takes about 6
weeks to realise what is actually going on and
whether you?re in the right class. If you zone out
for 30 seconds in a lecture there is no coming
back.

Legal Pr act ice

In solven cy Law

6/ 10

Heaps of content about firms and their structure
which is a bit different from the classic law paper.
Quite a bit of internal work which could be niggly
if you are working full time. Still a goodie though.

Advan ced Com pan y Law

9/ 10

Underrated and under the radar. If you love Struan
and having a semester with him for Company
wasn?t enough, you should consider.

3/ 10

You start the semester wondering why there are
only 11 other people in the class and then realize
it?s because the class is insolvency law. Very dry
course could but useful I guess.

Tax Law

10/ 10

Doesn?t sound the most exciting paper but hits the
spot with some interesting law. Bunch of cool
cases. Plus, teaches you a few lessons for when
you are earning a bit of cash and want to keep this
away from IRD.
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TRIGGER WARNING

CONTAINS CONTENT
ON SEXUAL ASSAULT

IMmediat ely

Let ?s
t al k
about
sex...
...ual assault.

It?s not ok.

Yet, it keeps happening. In New Zealand, 1 in 5
adult women will be a victim of sexual assault.
For some, that is one member of their family, for
others it is one flattie or the fifth person they sit
along from in lectures. They need your help, and
you can help them.

If it has happened to you, I?m really sorry.
Someone, in whatever way, has taken the control
over your body away from you and that is a huge
thing to grapple with. This is simply an article to
tell you that help is out there. For all of you that
want to stop reading right now, get your head
out of your ass. You know someone who has
been assaulted, and if they aren?t telling you, you
might need to look at your attitude to find out
why. This article might help with that.
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Ask your sel f if you ar e saf e. If your attacker is
still with you, find the safest way possible to
leave them and get to someone that you trust. If
you feel comfortable telling this person what has
happened, please do! The unfortunate nature of
sexual assault is that it happens behind closed
doors. If you decide you want to go to the police
later, your trusted friend may be the only
?witness?.

List en. If someone has come to you and has told
you that they have been sexually assaulted, listen
to and believe them. It might be tough, you
might know the perpetrator, but for them to
open up to you is even harder, and they need
you right now. For some people, it will take a lot
of confidence to tell someone else about their
trauma, so comments like ?but you shouldn?t
have worn such a low-cut top? or ?what were
you thinking walking home by yourself? DO NOT
HELP.

Remember t he t hr ee Fs: Fight , Fl ight and Fr eeze.
There is no right way to respond so please
remember that it wasn?t your fault. Whatever
your response ended up being, that was the
correct one.

Af t er war ds
There are so many incredible support teams out
there. All you need to do is ask!

Go t o St udent Heal t h. There is a sexual forensics
doctor at Student Health who can run STI checks
as well as tests/take samples if you decide to go
to the police. They can help you to organise
ACC counselling or get you to see one of the

mental health and wellbeing team members at
Student Health. They can also refer you to the
hospital Sexual Health Clinic who can conduct a
rape examination. The hospital will hold onto this
data until you decide whether you want to report
it or not ? a great backup to have without you
having to have made up your mind. As this would
be done within 48 hours of the assault, it is totally
understandable that you will not have even begun
to process and might be in shock.
Go t o t he dr op- in hour s at Te Whar e TAwhar au. This
is a survivor-led shelter for victims of sexual
violence which is located behind the Pacific Island
department on Clyde Street (the street next to
Leith River). They run drop in hours from 10-4
Monday ? Friday and it is open to anyone. They
have contacts out their ears, one of whom is
Disability Services.

If you need to apply for special consideration for
exams, disability services are the place to go.
Located in the West Link opposite Sushi Station.
They can ensure that you are given what you need
to be able to sit your exams. Word of warning,
there are cut off dates during exam time so make
sure you get in as soon as you can.

Cont act Rape Cr isis Dunedin. Don?t be put off by
the extremely confronting name. They are a lovely
organisation who exist purely to help victims of
sexual violence. If you or someone you know
really isn?t coping because of sexual assault, you
can call Rape Crisis and they will come to assist.
Te Whare T?wharau is also there as a support
system to take you to see organisations like Rape
Crisis if you are afraid to go on your own (and
there is no shame in that - this whole thing is scary
as hell so kudos to you for keeping on going).
Go and see Jessica Pal mer . No, she isn?t an expert
on sexual assault but she is trying so hard to get
rid of every ounce of sexual violence at Law
School. If the attacker was a law student, it could
be good to go and have a chat about it with her.

She will not do anything unless you give her
permission. It is also good for her to know so she
can check exam papers for triggering content,
write you a letter of support for special
consideration, or arrange podcasts if you need
some time off uni. Plus, she?s like a supportive
mum.
Reach out t o ACC suppor t . Our ACC scheme
provides free mental health services for victims of
sexual assault. These are trained psychotherapists
who are absolute professionals in their field. Most
work from an appointment schedule and you are
allowed to stop therapy at any time. More
importantly, you don?t need to have reported it to
the police in order to get access to this free
counselling.
None of t hat t ake your fancy? Free call or text
1737 to talk to a trained counsellor 24/7.

Things t o consider
Contacting the police. We have such a low
conviction rate (only 13%) and that is only of the
cases that get to court. While the numbers may
not be in your favour, know that sexual assault is a
criminal offence, and that the police can help you.
They are not allowed to do anything without your
permission (ie contact the attacker and lay
charges).

How can you, t he per son
r eading t his, hel p?
1.

St op cat - cal l ing. It isn?t funny. Seriously. It
doesn?t make me feel good, it doesn?t
make you any more attractive to me and I
have frankly better things to do with my
time than tell you that you haven?t been
raised correctly. Literally, what are you
trying to achieve with it?
2. Cal l out r ape j okes. They?re not funny
either. Need I remind you of our statistics?
3. St op v ict im bl aming. No, we didn?t ask to
have this happen to us. Even if the victim
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takes someone by the hand and says to an
attacker ?come with me, I?m horny and
want you?, takes them into their bedroom,
start kissing and then decides they aren?t
into it and the attacker continues to do
initiate sexual activities because ?they
were so keen before?, THAT IS SEXUAL
ASSAULT. If you?re unsure whether
someone is consenting, calmly ask them. If
they say no, don?t keep trying. A fantastic
video on consent is the cup of tea video,
Google it. It compares sex to making
someone a cup of tea. If they don?t want a
cup of tea, don?t make them tea, and don?t
force them to drink it.
4. Change your l anguage. No one wants to
hear things like ?put her away? and ?dust
her?. Sex is supposed to be a fun, intimate
and consensual activity. It is a two-way
street. It isn?t something you do to try to

make yourself look cool and impress
your mates.
5. Speak up. If you see something
happening that looks dodgy, step in
(where safe to do so). If your mate is
following someone around who
doesn?t seem interested, tell your
mate to stop.

TLDR: Sexual assault

is so common in our
society. The odds are that someone in your
class, workplace or flat is having a tough time
right now. Please be kind to them. You only
have to ask how they are.
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W h at k i n d o f $av er ar e ¥ o u
By Lil y M cCor m ick | SOULS Stin ge

?

I think we can all agree that the worst thing about being a student is never having any money. It?s
annoying. I wish I was rich. Anyway, for me, it?s all about finding ways to cheat the system, maximise
gains without minimising your bank account.
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Jo r d y n W o o d s
a.k .a. Fak e A F
Okay, you might be alright at saving already.
However, it doesn?t count when it?s on Mum
and Dad's dime. Do you even work over
summer? Smh.
Smart Savings:
-

-

Take a Sistema to Dispensary. You save
20 cents on your salads.
Try filling up your car at the start of the
week rather than $15 every few days,
you?re not saving any money.
Get a job. See how the other half live.

Pro-tip:
-

T h e Ro o k i e
You?re trying. It?s cute. The best way to make
sure there's more in your account than normal is
to cut back on buying lunch! It?s expensive, I
don?t care what your friends tell you - the salads
at dispensary are reasonable compared to
what? Other bought salads?? Okay??
Smart Savings:
-

Pro-tip:
-

Pay your own rent. It?s eye opening.

Fr u gal Fr an ces
You, my friend are on your way. Saving here,
skimming off the top there, you?re got it all.
The best advice I can give you would be to
keep doing what your doing. Make sure to
make the most of free breakfast on
Wednesdays at OUSA. Also, don't be afraid to
keep an ear to the ground about events going
on around the Uni. More often than not there
will be a evening lecture or seminar which will
provide free food and drinks. Especially useful
on Wednesdays.
Smart Savings:
-

-

Use the Rad1 deals. They are actually
so underrated, especially the Subway
one.
Steal your flatmate's bread, eggs, marg
and spinach. No one will notice.
Bring your damp clothes to the library
and dry them on the heaters.

Pro-tip:
-

The only enemy of frugality is shame.

Go to $3 lunch? It?s tasty, it?s social and
theres butter chicken on Fridays.
Get free coffee from 8th floor kitchen in
Richardson (thanks @Matt Jackson!).
Don?t bring your card to Uni, we both
know you don?t need it.

Maximise takeaway deals by getting a
student card at Hell?s (40% off yo) or go
to Maccas and get $3 small fries &
nuggies with sweet and sour sauce, $6
small cheeseburger combo and boom!
$9 feast.

T h e Fu l l St i n ge
Congratulations winner, you have arrived.
There's nothing for me to really teach you as
you clearly know how to make your money
stretch.
Smart Savings:
-

Cancel your wifi and ask for your
neighbour's.
Start bartering for goods at the
supermarket. See how it goes.
Stop using Spotify, youtube to MP3
works fine.

Pro-tip:
-

The more stingy you become, the less
people will want to hang out with you so
dial it up because the less people that
want to hang out with you means less
money spent on activities which means
savings. Slay.
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Li f e i n t he I
L i l i So n g
A big fan of refugee law, law of the sea, Pacific law, and Chinese law, Dr Lili Song was lecturing at University
of the South Pacific in Vanuatu before joining Otago.
When did you join Otago?
In February 2019.
What inspired you to come to Otago?
The law school has a very good academic reputation
and the city is about the right size for me.
Do you have any nicknames?
Not that I know of.
What is your spirit animal?
Dolphins.
If you had a tag line what would it be (e.g. Nike ? just
do it!)?
" Go for it!"
What would your theme song be?
Hmm, perhaps ?Don?t you worry ?bout a thing? by
Stevie Wonder.
What is the world?s greatest invention?
The World Wide Web ? it is only 30 years old but has
changed the world in so many ways.
Off the top of your head, what is the most interesting
fact you know?
A fig is actually a ball of flowers!

trial, the jury acquitted Mr Barr of any criminal
offence. In a civil action, Mr Barr was ordered to pay
damages to Mrs Gray for the death of her husband
and he sought indemnity under an insurance policy.
The Court of Appeal found that despite the verdict
of the criminal trial Mr Barr committed manslaughter
and it would be contrary to public policy for the
insurance contract to have the effect of relieving him
of the consequences of his crime. Lord Denning
explained: ?I know that at the criminal trial he was
acquitted altogether. But that was a merciful verdict:
in this civil action, we must, when called upon, give
the true decision according to the law.?
What is the most trouble you have ever been in?
When I was on a group tour of North Korea in 2007, I
took some photos of children playing in a nearby
(not-so-posh) residential compound. When we were
back on the bus, some policemen emerged from
nowhere and demanded to know who took photos
without authorisation. I was so scared as arbitrary
arrest of tourists in North Korea was not unheard of.
No one confessed so they reluctantly let us go and I
breathed a huge sigh of relief. Every so often I still
look at those photos of Pyongyang and dream of
backpacking in North Korea, some day.
What is the funniest thing that has happened with
you in a lecture theatre?

Favourite movie quote?
Nothing funny has happened yet unfortunately.
" Just keep swimming" ? Finding Nemo
Favourite legal judgement?
Gray v Barr [1971] 2 QB 554 ? The Barrs and the
Grays were friends. Mr Gray and Mrs Barr developed
an affair. One day, a furious Mr Barr went to Mr Gray?s
house with a loaded shotgun. During a struggle, Mr
Barr?s gun went off, killing Mr Gray. At his criminal
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What is the most awkward encounter you have had
with a student outside law school?
I cannot think of any, perhaps my students are just
not awkward?
What meal pairs best with Contract readings?
Muesli bars.

Iv ory Tower
B en Fr an ce- H u d so n
The Walking Dictionary came to the faculty to help spice up the Burns 1 property experience. He has
revolutionised the way land law is taught at Otago, utilising new technologies such as PowerPoint.
When did you join Otago?

a lot of trouble...

July 2016

Off the top of your head, what is the most
interesting fact you know?

What inspired you to come to Otago?
Great Law School that produces great quality
research. Students here are great and have a good
culture.You can't beat the quality of life in Dunedin!
Do you have any nicknames?
The Walking Dictionary.
What is your spirit animal?
Falcon (it is my Patronus).
If you had a tag line what would it be? (e.g. Nike ?
just do it!)
" Never read the comments section"
Favourite legal judgement?
Lowe v Auckland HC HP44/93 12 May 1993. The
opening line by Hammond J: " There is, in
Auckland, a handsome German Shepherd called
Ben."
What would your theme song be?

In Switzerland it is illegal to own one Guinea Pig.
They are social animals, so you must own at least
two.
Favourite movie quote?
" You're saying it wrong, it's Wing-gar-dium
Levi-O-sa, not Wing-gar-dium Levi-o-SA"
What is the funniest thing that has happened with
you in a lecture theatre?
When I was a student of Public Law at Canterbury
in the early 2000. Two guys stormed in wearing
nothing except underpants, they began leaping on
the desks and running up the aisles, causing a
ruckus. The lecturer, who had been droning on
about his books for the past 30 minutes, just
stopped and said: " if you are going to do it, do it
properly, unless you are worried too much about
shrinkage" .
What is the most awkward encounter you have had
with a student outside law school?

Pavarotti ? Nessun Dorma
What is the world?s greatest invention?
Single malt whisky.
What is the most trouble you have ever been in?
A couple of weeks ago I promised my three
daughters (aged 6, 4, & 2) that when we arrived
home we could watch Paw Patrol. However, when
we arrived home it was too late to watch it. I was in

When you are out and about and a student comes
up to you and you don't recognise them. My policy
is to just assume every young person you see is a
student, especially when you are at the
supermarket checkout!
What meal pairs best with Property readings?
Nachos, because then at least your meal will be
spicy.
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Legally Blind.
Gerry
Much like attempting to grow a beard and
defecating in public, I?ve always felt that a blind
date was something I had to try once while I?m at
uni, so I was excited when I got my call up. Like any
sane person, I decided I couldn?t turn up to a social
event sober, and my flatties were happy to offer
themselves as drinking buddies. We played
drinking chess, a tasteful iteration played very much
in the Spirit of Chess, which basically involves
taking a shot every time you lose a non-pawn
piece. After taking an L following an audacious
all-or-nothing assault with my queen, I realised my
time had come and I stumbled out the front door
with enough liquor in my stomach to cobble dogs
with.
They say love is blind, they say that blind dates are
also blind. They said wrong. Upon arriving at Velvet
Burger, I met my date, who I already knew pretty
well. We?ve known each other for about a year and
while we?re friendly, there?s never been any ?spark?,
so as we said hello, I smiled sadly, thinking of the
handcuffs and bullwhip laid out neatly on my bed
that would not be seeing any action tonight. We
were, however, more than happy to make the most
of the free food and wine made available to us
(thnx souls <3). It wasn?t awkward, which was good.
We just had some yarns and then her flatties picked
us up and drove us to pint night. After this my
memory becomes blurry, so I?ll just list things I can
recall in a non-chronological order:

Madeleine
In any good blind date style I rocked up late and
probably a bit too drunk off a box of park lanes.
Turns out I actually already knew this lad which did
calm the nerves slightly. The wine went down an
absolute treat (cheers SOULS) and the food wasn?t
too bad either. Except for the extreme amount of
salt but I don?t know if that was the chips or the fact
that I was promised someone I didn?t know. The
banter flowed but much like a river in the sahara
dessert, non-existent. But I?ll give him credit for
being nice and not drinking all the wine. Even
though I?ve given a bit of rough chat about this lad
I decided to give him a chance.
He was a bit of a laugh (and I was drunk) so we
reached the decision to make our way to pint night
together ooooo. My flat mates picked us up and
we headed on our way to the next destination for
the night. He tried to join our quiz night team, but
sorry mate it?s a strong no from the flat, they?d
rather have the other flatmate that doesn?t
contribute. At pint night we ran into some friends
and started jamming. The atmosphere was getting
hotter and eyes were locking. He went in for a
kiss? and I went home with another guy. Sorry
mate.

Vomiting chunky velvet burger in the toilets (sorry).
Lost my pack of durries. Asked my date for a quick
kiss, ?for the write-up? (no bueno). Texted an old
squeeze.
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L ect u r er Cr ossw or d

D E F A M A

T I

O N

Dow n
1. The only juris lecturer left
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Acr oss

2. Loves a castle piss up

4. Auckland's gain is our juris loss

3. Where is insurance law?

5. Queen of actus reus

6. Loves a pundit and an early kickoff

7. Gucci Gucci, Louis Louis, Fendi Fendi, Prada

7. Legal history/DJ

9. This box is an easement

8. Opera screamer and Torrens fan

14. Timeless property interests

9. PPSA brainfades

15. This isn't.........

10. Hates context

16. Won't stand for this unethical chat

11. Lives in his office

17. German

12. No.1 teacher, who doesn't teach

19. Gone but not forgotten

13. B+ for the buoys

20. He calls you out, but don't call him out

16. An accident waiting to happen

21. Murderer

18. Loves dolphins

L A W O S CO P ES
Ari es (M ar 21-Apr 19)

Taurus (Apr 20-M ay 20)

Gemi ni (M ay 21-Jun 20)

Jupiter?s moons will eclipse
this month meaning you might
have a bit more stress on your
hands. Take time out to do the
little things ? like the guy you
met at pint night that bought
you a beer? or clean up your
flat idk?

This is your month of
opportunity. Not quite sure
who to message ?Up2? on
Pint Night? Why not send a
well-drafted email to one of
your lecturers instead? I?m
sure they?d love to hear from
you!

With the weather going to
absolute shite, here?s a tasty
tip to try and warm yourself
and Marcelo up: if you write
?I?m vegan? in bold on the
front page of your public law
assignment, your grade will be
boosted from a C- to a C+.

Cancer (Jun 21-Jul 22)

Leo (Jul 23-Aug 22)

Vi rgo (Aug 23-Sep 22)

Be wary of beige objects for
the remainder of semester
one. This includes Allpress
cups, archway lecture seats,
and milky coffee. By steering
clear of these things, you will
bring yourself good luck in
finding Law Library seats.

The Sun is shining oh so
brightly upon our fav Ceri
Warnock. If you?re missing
some Ceri in your life (which
we all are), try showing up to
any law lecture obnoxiously
intoxicated to summon her.
Works every time!

I literally have nothing to say
to you.

Li bra (Sep 23-Oct 22)

Scorpi o (Oct 23-Nov 21)

Sagi ttari us (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Venus is sliding on into your
constellation this month ? so
maybe you should slide into
the DMs of the cutie you were
crushing on at the Wine and
Cheese.

Are you having a hard time
deciding between fitness and
law? Perhaps you should
consider switching to an
anthropology degree. You
won?t need to climb as many
stairs. What?

This is a month about you. Try
skipping all of your lectures,
tutorials and study, and just
meditate whilst practising
Josh Smythe bird noises ?
because who needs 2 degrees
and a crippling student loan
when you have inner peace?

Capri corn (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Aquari us (Jan 20-Feb 18)

Pi sces (Feb 19-M ar 20)

Attention all Capricorns! Build
yourself a bunker and buy
rations for the month. Stay
indoors. Trust me.

Pluto
is passing
over?
somewhere? Pretty sure it?s
not even a planet. I don?t
really know what it?s up to.
Neither do you ? why not drop
out of Uni and become a
stripper?

With Uranus moving into your
orbit, perhaps you should be
more adventurous in bed ;)
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O biter D ictum
The Back Page Editorial
By Vivian Griffiths
I?m not going to lie, 2019 has been pretty
good so far for everyone except A ll Blacks
w ho play for the H ighlanders, they are all
injured, and the rest of the team are
playing poos. With the Blues in the top
eight, it makes you w onder w hat is
happening in the w orld ? ? I digress.
Law Camp w as back w ith a hiss and a
roar, the lack of cages, forced drinking,
and nudity made for quite an enjoyable
camp. It w as a lot more palatable than the
event I attended in 2017. A highlight from
the w eekend included w alking to the top
of a hill to a lookout, w here everyone
w ho w ent can agree, it w as the best view
they had ever seen.
Wine and Cheese made a triumphant
return, and I made an unw anted return to
the dance floor. The cheese w as eaten,
w ines w ere drunk, and most people w ere
drunk. Great to be back at the Savoy
again!
Despite all the things that have gone so
perfectly this year, such as the above,
there has been plenty not go to plan.
A utumn has arrived in the guise of
Winter at times, jurisprudence is still a
compulsory paper, and Lime scooters
have returned to our streets, all bad
things, not to mention the Richardson
lifts. This is w ithout mentioning the
H ighlanders playoff hopes.
A ll of these bad things that seemed to be
happening w ere then quickly put back
into perspective on the 15th of M arch.
A s the horrors of the Christchurch
M osque A ttack emerged, 50 innocent
people gone in one act of terror, both the
insignificance of w hat bugged us and our
feeling of living a safe distance from w hat
w e thought only happened elsew here
shifted us all to unknow n territory. This
event made us all take a step back,
re-evaluate, re-think, and reset the w ay
w e w ent about our lives.
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Since the attack, w e have w itnessed an
unprecedented unified response by all
N ew Zealanders. In Dunedin, 15,000
people attended a vigil at the stadium, in
Christchurch, a national remembrance
service, in Wellington, 120 people
gathered to pass new gun legislation.
Political parties, except for A CT, w ere
unified in their support of taking sensible
steps tow ards new legislation.
Regarding this new law , there could be
dire consequences of enacting this law no matter how w ell-intentioned - if not
thoroughly thought through. The new
law s must not have any loopholes or
unintended consequences. The new law s
must be a code, w hich all N ew
Zealanders should understand and feel
protected by.
Follow ing the normal process for passing
gun law s is not inaction, it is the best w ay
to protect N ew Zealanders in the long
run.
A nother consequence of this attack is the
w ay people are now interacting w ith each
other. Personally, I have been made more
aw are of the M uslim community at
Otago, and the w ay people are now
interacting w ith each other. M y rugby
club had a meeting on the Tuesday after
the attack, and w e discussed the need to
show respect to the different cultures w e
had w ithin the club.
We must do the same at university. If
there are three points you take aw ay from
this editorial: value your life, respect the
different
cultures
we
encounter
day-to-day, and w atch out for your
friends.
? ? . A nd the H ighlanders may have
played the Crusaders for the last time in
the w eekend, w ho know s w hat they may
change their name to.

